Please park in the parking area at Bjørnkjær-Egedal Forest Maritime Ferieby.

Please park in the parking area at Øer harbour.

Please park in the parking area at Ebeltoft Vig.

GPS: 56°13'7.37"N, 10°32'34.47"Ø

You may also park in the parking area at Fuglsø Beach.

GPS: 56°11'1.10"N, 10°31'45.06"Ø

Please park in the parking area at Karpenhøj.

GPS: 56°10'56.58"N, 10°32'29.64"Ø

You may also park in the parking area at Fuglsø Beach.

GPS: 56°11'1.10"N, 10°31'45.06"Ø

Please park in the parking area at Kalø. Toilet.

GPS: 56°13'7.37"N, 10°32'34.47"Ø

You may also park in the parking area at Fuglsø Beach. Toilet.

GPS: 56°11'1.10"N, 10°31'45.06"Ø

Please park in the parking area at Møllebækvej in Gravlev.

Please park in the parking area between Havmølleåen and Harbor at Møllebækvej in Gravlev.

Please park in the parking area at Ahlvej. Toilet.

GPS: 56°11'1.10"N, 10°31'45.06"Ø

You are allowed to go by mountain bike where it is allowed on the trails. A fence will be at the entrance to the woodland for safety reasons. No pets are allowed. No littering.

Please pay consideration to private landowners. Responsible use of the woodland limits your possibilities. Read more on the website of the National Park on www.nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk.

Visit the website of the National Park on: www.nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk

8410 Rønde

Nationalpark Mols Bjerge

Includes the town of Ebeltoft as well as various villages and parts of the Mols Bjerge, the beach at Ahl Hage, Kalø castle ruin and Tremosegaard. However, if the fence has gates you are allowed to go in.

The parking area at Kalø castle ruin is the starting point for great hikes to the atmospheric castle ruin, along the beach preserved medieval road in Ebeltoft, or to a walk in the forest, where you can see e.g. Stone storages, a well-preserved and picturesque dolmen and Tyrahatten, which was originally the bottom of a “kettle hole”. East of the parking area, in the nearby forest of Kilde, there is the peaceful and undisturbed woodland known as Kilde. The beach at Kalø is popular used for sailing, fishing and crabbing, and in these ways you experience the castle ruin from the sea, watch seagulls and porpoises and observe the rich coastal life.

The Nature and Open Air Centre at Karpenhøj has a large number of outdoor opportunities. Here you can get equipment to go up on the rocks and sea cliffs, and observe, to mention a few, the coastal sand dunes, the large number of varieties of seashells, and among the mythological sculptures. There is also a point of information. The beach at Fuglsø, which is owned by the Danish National Nature Authority, is used as a public information centre, and it also serves as a local service. Below Karpenhøj the beach at Fuglsø Strand is a favourite spot for paddlers who, while there are big waves, can turn the gull, and eel effortlessly overhead along the coastline. Here you will also find the first underwater table in Denmark, as well as an underwater nature trail, where snorkelers and swimmers meet new challenges.

The beach at Ahl Hage is one of the best sandy beaches in the area. The beach with low water offers a fantastic view of the beach and the surrounding area, with the tall grass, crops, corn etc. as well as ploughed or harrowed fields. However, if the fence has gates you are allowed to go in.

Park immediately. toilet.

GPS: 56°12'36.64"N, 10°32'34.47"Ø

The “Gravlev Stien” from Ebeltoft to Gravlev has various hiking and cycling adventures to offer along this old railway line from 1901.

The trail is 8 kilometers long and, from the parking area in Gravlev, you pass through large plantations, across open pastures at the Double lake and marine landscapes near Ebeltoft. As an extra thrill, the trail passes Reef Park zoo, with views of its artificial savannah and animals including giraffes, zebras and ostriches.

The beach is the perfect starting point for interesting surf tours to the stone “Blak”, sheltered about 250 meters from land. Experience the varied seabed including different sorts of seaweed, and also eelgrass, which is not a real seaweed but actually an underwater grass. You will experience a variety of different forms of life, which makes the beach a real treasure for divers and snorkelers. During the summer, however, please pay attention to the conservation area at the base of Havmølleåen where fishing is not permitted.

The National Park has 5 areas of open sea associated with it, making it also an interesting area for sailors, with good berthing possibilities in the various bays. You can set small boats into the water from the beach at many places along the coast. Sailing, canoeing and sailing is popular in Ebeltoft, near Nappedam and at Øer. These places also offer many attractions for those coming to visit the National Park, with harbours, marinas, charters, and sailing clubs and boat clubs. If you need some space or land on many hours at sea, you can explore the coastal cycling and rolling dune trail that runs around the bay from Ebeltoft to Møllebækvej.

The “Gravlev Stien” from Ebeltoft to Gravlev has various hiking and cycling adventures to offer along this old railway line from 1901.

The trail is 8 kilometers long and, from the parking area in Gravlev, you pass through large plantations, across open pastures at the Double lake and marine landscapes near Ebeltoft. As an extra thrill, the trail passes Reef Park zoo, with views of its artificial savannah and animals including giraffes, zebras and ostriches.

The beach is the perfect starting point for interesting surf tours to the stone “Blak”, sheltered about 250 meters from land. Experience the varied seabed including different sorts of seaweed, and also eelgrass, which is not a real seaweed but actually an underwater grass. You will experience a variety of different forms of life, which makes the beach a real treasure for divers and snorkelers. During the summer, however, please pay attention to the conservation area at the base of Havmølleåen where fishing is not permitted.

The National Park has 5 areas of open sea associated with it, making it also an interesting area for sailors, with good berthing possibilities in the various bays. You can set small boats into the water from the beach at many places along the coast. Sailing, canoeing and sailing is popular in Ebeltoft, near Nappedam and at Øer. These places also offer many attractions for those coming to visit the National Park, with harbours, marinas, charters, and sailing clubs and boat clubs. If you need some space or land on many hours at sea, you can explore the coastal cycling and rolling dune trail that runs around the bay from Ebeltoft to Møllebækvej.